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a b s t r a c t 

In the magnetospheres of Jupiter and Saturn, the intense interaction of the satellites Io, Europa, 

Ganymede and Enceladus with their surrounding plasma environment leaves a signature in the aurora 

of the planet. Called satellite footprints, these auroral features appear either as a single spot (Europa and 

Enceladus) or as multiple spots (Io and Ganymede). Moreover, they can be followed by extended trailing 

tails in the case of Io and Europa, while no tail has been reported for Ganymede and Enceladus, yet. Here 

we show that all Jovian footprints can be made of several spots. Furthermore, the footprints all experience 

brightness variations on timescale of 2–3 min. We also demonstrate that the satellite location relative to 

the plasma sheet is not the only driver for the footprint brightness, but that the plasma environment 

and the magnetic field strength also play a role. These new findings demonstrate that the Europa and 

Ganymede footprints are very similar to the Io footprint. As a consequence, the processes expected to 

take place at Io, such as the bi-directional electron acceleration by Alfvén waves or the partial reflec- 

tion of these waves on plasma density gradients, can most likely be extended to the other footprints, 

suggesting that they are indeed universal processes. 

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

A satellite footprint is an auroral emission related to the elec-

tromagnetic interaction between a moon and the magnetospheric

plasma that surrounds the planet. These emissions appear close

and downstream (as explained below) of both ionospheric ends of

the magnetic field lines connecting the moon to the planet. The

first one to be discovered was the Io footprint (IFP), initially de-

tected in the infrared domain at 3.4 μ m ( Connerney et al., 1993 ),

then in the Far-UV (FUV; 120–170 nm) ( Prangé et al., 1996; Clarke

et al., 1996 ) and in the visible domains ( Vasavada et al., 1999 ).

The Europa and Ganymede footprints have later been detected si-

multaneously with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) ( Clarke et al.,

2002 ). The discovery of the Enceladus footprint on Saturn required

close-up observations from the UVIS instrument on board Cassini

( Pryor et al., 2011 ). 

The Io footprint is made of at least three distinct spots and an

extended tail ( Gérard et al., 2006; Bonfond et al., 2008 ). A shorter

tail has also been seen for the Europa footprint (EFP) ( Grodent

et al., 2006 ) and a secondary spot has also been identified in the
∗ Corresponding author. 
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outhern hemisphere for the Ganymede footprint (GFP) ( Bonfond

t al., 2013a ). 

Being the brightest of all footprints, the Io footprint has been

tudied with the most details. According to the scenario depicted

y Bonfond et al. (2013b) and Hess et al. (2013a) , the multiple

pots of the IFP arise from a chain of processes. The foundations

f this scenario rest on two categories of arguments: one based

n geometry, which involves the location and relative motion of

he footprint’s features (e.g. Connerney and Satoh, 20 0 0; Gérard

t al., 2006; Bonfond et al., 2008 ), and one based on the phys-

cal processes at play in the satellite-magnetosphere interaction

e.g. Goldreich and Lynden-Bell, 1969; Neubauer, 1980; Hess et al.,

010 ), which controls the brightness variations of these auroral

eatures. 

The magnetic moment of Jupiter is inclined by about 9 ° relative

o its rotation axis. As a consequence, the magnetospheric plasma

s densest along the centrifugal equator, which is tilted compared

o the spin equator. The mass loss of Io forms a plasma torus at Io’s

-shell, which transforms into a plasma sheet at larger distances.

t the radial distance of Io, the magnetospheric plasma almost

orotates with the planet. Since Io rotates more slowly around

he planet compared to the magnetospheric plasma, it forms an

bstacle to the plasma flow, which is slowed down and diverted

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.01.009
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/icarus
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.icarus.2017.01.009&domain=pdf
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the Alfvén wing reflection pattern and Trans-hemispheric Elec- 

tron Beams (TEB, shown in red) when Io is in its northern-most (top), central (mid- 

dle) or southern-most position relative to the plasma torus (shown in yellow). The 

Main Alfvén Wing (MAW) is shown in blue and the reflected one is shown in blue. 

On the top panel, in the North, the distance between the MAW spot and the TEB 

spot ( D TEB ) is maximal as well as the distance between the MAW spot and the RAW 

spot ( D RAW ). Note that in a linear case, max D RAW ∼2max D TEB . In the South, D TEB is 

also maximal, but the TEB spot is now upstream of the MAW spot. D RAW reaches 

its minimum. When Io is in the center of the torus (middle panel) the situation in 

the two hemispheres is symmetric, and the TEB spots are merged with the RAW 

spots. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader 

is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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round the moon ( Saur et al., 2004; Jia et al., 2009 , and refer-

nces therein). This interaction generates a disturbance propagat-

ng along the magnetic field lines in the rest frame of the moving

lasma in the form of Alfvén waves ( Neubauer, 1980 ). Alfvén waves

ropagate at the Alfvén velocity, which is proportional to the mag-

etic field strength and inversely proportional to the square of the

ass density. The ratio of plasma velocity relative to the satellite

 0 to Alfvén velocity v A is the Alfvén Mach number M A = 

v 0 
v A 

. The

oci of the perturbations, called Alfvén wings, are inclined in the

ownstream direction compared to the undisturbed magnetic field

ines by the angle �A = arctan M A . As the Alfvén waves leave Io,

heir large scale components evolve into smaller scale filamented

lfvén waves ( Chust et al., 2005 ). They then reach density gradi-

nts at the boundaries of the plasma torus and these waves get

artially reflected back into the torus ( Neubauer, 1980 ). When the

emaining transmitted Alfvén waves reach the high latitude region,

pproximately 1 R J (Jovian radius) above the surface, they enter

 region where wave particle interactions accelerate electrons in

oth directions ( Jones and Su, 2008; Hess et al., 2010 ). A fraction

f these electrons directly precipitates into the closest auroral re-

ion and form the Main Alfvén Wing spot (MAW spot). The elec-

rons accelerated in the opposite direction form an electron beam

hich follows the magnetic field line from the acceleration re-

ion above the planet surface in one hemisphere to the opposite

emisphere. A fraction of these electrons are mirrored back, form-

ng a partially trapped bi-directional population downstream of Io

 Williams et al., 1996; Jacobsen et al., 2010 ). Another fraction pre-

ipitates in the hemisphere opposite from the initial acceleration

egion, forming a Trans-hemispheric Electron Beam spot (TEB spot)

 Bonfond et al., 2008 ). The Alfvén waves that have been partially

eflected on one torus boundary may still get partially transmit-

ed at the opposite boundary and end up forming the reflected

lfvén wing spot (RAW spot). The electron beams approximately

ollow the magnetic field lines because of the large kinetic veloc-

ties of these electrons. On the other hand, the Alfvén wings are

nclined with respect to the magnetic field because of the slower

lfvén velocity in the torus. These effects contributes to the com-

lexity of the footprint patterns. Finally, in addition to the Alfvénic

cceleration which provides most of the energy to the precipitating

lectrons, transient and upward migrating double layers structures

bserved from 0.07 to 0.3 R J above the planet may provide some

dditional energy to these electrons ( Hess et al., 2009 ). The appear-

nce and disappearance of these structures could be the source

f the variability of the spots’ brightness on timescale of minutes

 Bonfond et al., 2007, 2013b ). 

Because of the tilt of the Jovian magnetic field relative to the

rbital plane of the satellites, the latitude of the moons relative to

he centrifugal equator varies approximately sinusoidally with their

ystem III ( S III ) longitude. The moons thus encounter plasma den-

ity variations as they move up and down the plasma torus/sheet.

hese variations impact both the strength of the electromagnetic

nteraction at the moon, and the path of the Alfvén wings. Ulti-

ately they control the relative motion of the MAW, TEB and RAW

pots (see Fig. 1 and the animations provided as auxiliary material

n Bonfond et al., 2013a ). Moreover, the absolute spots’ brightness

aries with the S III longitude of Io and Ganymede ( Bonfond et al.,

013b; Grodent et al., 2009 ). In the case of Io, the relative bright-

ess of the spots varies with S III as well. However, the location of

o relative to the center of the plasma torus is not the only pa-

ameter controlling the brightness of the spots. For example, the

rightness of the Io footprint MAW southern spot is much higher

round 110 °S III than around 290 °S III , while Io is right in the center

f the torus in both cases. First, the local interaction is controlled

y the plasma density, the magnetic field strength, and the iono-

phere of Io. All these parameters vary with S III and which par-

ially explains the difference between the two longitude ranges
 Saur et al., 2013 ). However, alone, these variations of the local

nteraction are not sufficient to account for the observations and

ouldn’t explain the observed North/South brightness asymmetries

 Bonfond et al., 2013b ). Indeed, other important processes (waves

ransmission, electron acceleration, mirroring, etc.) occur further

long the wings which are controlled by the magnetic field as well

s the plasma densities and temperatures, e.g. in the torus and

n the acceleration region. The latter appears to significantly con-

ribute to the variability ( Hess et al., 2010; 2013a ). This indicates

hat it is not only the strength of the interaction at the satellite

hat controls the spots’ brightness but that the longitudinal and

orth-South asymmetries of the magnetic field also play a major

ole. 

In addition to these already complex variations as a function

f the longitude, the brightness of the Io footprint spots may also

isplay changes from one observation to another due to stochas-

ic variability in Jupiter’s magnetosphere. This was illustrated by
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Bonfond et al. (2012) , as the Io footprint crossed the path of

an emission blob most probably related to an injection signature

( Mauk et al., 2002; Dumont et al., 2014 ). On this set of FUV images,

the IFP nearly disappears as it crosses the blob before re-emerging

outside of it. The model of Payan et al. (2014) explains this behav-

ior through a localized increase of the torus density resulting in

a stronger trapping of the Alfvén waves within the torus. Another

study by Hess et al. (2013b ) also agrees that an increased torus

density would decrease the wave transmission across the torus

boundary. However these authors favor a decrease of the inertial

Alfvén waves’ electron acceleration process accompanying an en-

hanced high energy electron density at high latitude during injec-

tions as the most likely explanation for the observed disappearance

of the IFP. 

If this scenario involving a chain of processes is correct for Io,

then it should also apply for Europa and Ganymede. In the present

study, we present new observations of the complex morphology

and brightness evolution of the Europa and Ganymede footprints.

These observations show that most phenomena described above

concerning the Io footprint are indeed also observed for Europa

and Ganymede. They thus indicate that the processes at play at

Io are also valid for the other Jovian satellites and thus are most

likely universal. Furthermore, Alfvén wave reflections on the den-

sity gradients and the bi-directional electron acceleration by dis-

persive Alfvén waves would also explain the observed behavior of

the Europa and Ganymede footprints. 

2. Image processing 

Most of the results presented here arise from two recent Hub-

ble Space Telescope (HST) campaigns (GO 12883 and GO 13035)

dedicated to the observation of the FUV aurorae at Jupiter. Since

HST is an orbiting telescope, the observing blocks attributed to

each campaign correspond to an orbit. In the present study, we

focus on the imaging observations, which have been carried on

with the time-tag mode and the Strontium Fluoride filter ( ∼130-

182.5 nm) of the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS)

FUV-MAMA (Multi-Anode Microchannel Array) channel. This mode

allows 1) a high spatial resolution with a platescale of 0.024 arcs

per pixel and point spread function of approximately the same size

at full width at half maximum (FWHM), 2) a time resolution up

to 10 s for images with a fair signal to noise ratio and 3) up to

45 min long continuous sequences ( Bonfond et al., 2011 ). In prac-

tice, in order to meet their various science objectives, most ob-

servations campaigns were not designed in such a way that HST

would continuously stare at one hemisphere for such a long time.

The sequences considered here are between 6.5 and 24.3 minute-

long. The GO 12883 campaign was dedicated to alternating se-

quences from the southern and northern hemisphere. During cam-

paign GO 13035, spectral observations have been inserted between

two imaging sequences of the northern hemisphere ( Badman et al.,

2016; Tao et al., 2016 ). For parts of our study, we also include sim-

ilar observations from the HST GO 7308, GO 8171, GO 8657 and

GO 9685 programs to improve our statistics. Some of these images

were acquired as standard “ACCUM” images rather than time-tag

sequences. A sub-set of those were acquired with the CLEAR filter

( ∼115-185 nm), which has a slightly wider bandwidth including

the H Lyman- α line. 

The dark counts, flat field and geometry corrections are applied

to every 10-s long sub-exposures extracted from the timetag se-

quences using the typical “Calstis” procedure from the Space Tele-

scope Science Institute. Conversion coefficients from counts on the

detector to the emitted brightness and power in the whole H 2 Ex-

treme and FUV range account for the synthetic H 2 spectrum as in

Gustin et al. (2012) . The color ratio of the EFP has not been mea-

sured yet and the color ratio of the GFP appears to be variable,
ince it has previously been measured to be as low as 1.8 ( Gérard

t al., 2014 ) and as high as 6.7 ( Gustin et al., 2016 ) on different

atasets using the same technique. For this reason, we chose here

o use a canonical value of 2.5. It should however be noted that

hanging the color ratio would only modify the observed bright-

ess and emitted power reported here by 15%, and it would not

mpact our conclusions. 

In light of the findings based on this new dataset, it is some-

imes found useful to complement the analysis with HST FUV im-

ges acquired with the ACS (Advanced Camera for Surveys) in-

trument. The images, acquired in “ACCUM” mode with either the

115LP (˜115–200 nm) or the F125LP ( ∼125-200 nm) filters, are

lso processed using the pipeline from the Space Telescope Science

nstitute before converting counts to brightness or power units us-

ng the appropriate coefficients from Gustin et al. (2012) . 

Because the planetary limb is less crisp on STIS images than

n ACS images, the determination of the planetary center on the

mages (necessary for locating the auroral features on the planet)

sing an automated limb fitting method ( Bonfond, 2009 ) is some-

imes found too inaccurate and the fit has to be refined manually.

he auroral emissions are isolated from the planetary background

sing the method described in Bonfond et al. (2011) . 

. The satellite footprint brightness 

.1. Sudden dimming of the satellite footprint power 

The power emitted by the satellite footprint spots in each hemi-

phere essentially varies with the S III longitude of the satellite.

urthermore, sharp variations of the spots’ brightness have been

bserved on timescales of minutes or tens of minutes ( Bonfond

t al., 2007, 2013b; Grodent et al., 2009 ). In the case of the

anymede footprint, Grodent et al. (2009) suggested that bright-

ess fluctuations within 10–40 min are related to the encounter

etween Ganymede and plasma injections. Furthermore, Bonfond

t al. (2012) reported a case of disappearance of the Io footprint as

t was crossing a blob of auroral emission located at an unusually

ow latitude. 

Fig. 2 shows an example of temporary disappearance of the

anymede footprint’s spot that took place on 11 January 2014. This

eries of 3 images comes from 2 consecutive timetag sequences

rom the same HST orbit. Yellow arrows indicate the Ganymede

ootprint main spot as it crosses a faint and S III fixed blob of emis-

ion in the outer emissions region. In the first image, which cor-

esponds to the first 100 s of the first sequence (at 19:39UT), the

otal power of the GFP main spot is ∼7.0 GW and its apparent peak

rightness is 1100 kR. The maximum brightness in the blob region

s 360 kR. The second image corresponds to the first 100 sec of

he second time-tag sequence and is taken at 20:09 (i.e. 30 min

fter the first image). In this image, the GFP spot is now located

n the middle of the blob, and the peak brightness of the merging

f the two features is 540 kR only (i.e. much less than the sum

f both GFP and blob brightness and even much less than the ini-

ial GFP brightness). The decrease of the GFP spot’s brightness is

lready apparent at the end of the first sequences, starting around

9:48 as it enters the blob. When it re-emerges from the other side

f the blob the peak brightness suddenly increases (around 20:13)

nd the spot head is then followed by a faint tail connected to the

lob. The third image corresponds to the last 100s of the second

ime-tag sequence and the integrated power over then spot is at

east 5.2 GW and the peak brightness is 1470 kR. 

This case of footprint extinction, lasting for ∼25 min is very

imilar to the one already observed for the IFP and the process

t play is most likely the same. Additionally, these clear cases

f relationship between the footprints’ brightness and the local

lasma environment may explain the large scatter of brightness for
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Fig. 2. Image (left) and polar projection (right) of the southern aurorae observed by the HST/STIS instrument with the SrF2 filter on 11 January 2014 starting at 19:39, 

20:09 and 20:19. The projection altitude is 400 km. The thin solid line in the polar projection is the main oval reference contour from February 2007 (i.e. compressed oval, 

Bonfond et al., 2012 ). In the middle of the HST orbit, the Ganymede footprint vanishes as it crosses a faint outer emission blob. 
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he Europa and Ganymede footprints compared to the Io footprint

 Grodent et al., 2009; Wannawichian et al., 2010 ). Indeed, the in-

ection signatures are very frequent and located poleward of the Io

ootprint contour up to the main emission ( Dumont et al., 2014 ).

t should be noted that the case of a blob located as equatorward

s the Io footprint (i.e. as radially inward as Io in the equatorial

lane) as described in Bonfond et al. (2012) is unique in the whole

ST FUV image database. 

.2. North-South comparisons of the GFP and EFP emitted power 

Visits from the GO 12883 HST campaign alternated images of

he southern (S) and northern (N) hemispheres five times in a S-

-S sequences and then twice in a S-N sequence. Ten minutes sep-

rate the end of a timetag sequence and the beginning of the next

ne, thus allowing a direct comparison of the emitted power of

he Ganymede footprint between the hemispheres. The footprint

pots are selected manually on summed images after compensat-

ng for the motion of the footprint from frame to frame. In order to

ccount for the background contamination, we manually selected

n area of the same shape and size just next to the spot and re-

oved the power from this area from the one of the spot in con-
ideration. On two cases, it was also possible to apply the same

ethod for the EFP spot. The results for the EFP main spots are

hown on Fig. 3 . On this figure, it can be seen that, for a given

rbit, the northern spot was most of the time dimmer than the

outhern one in the longitude range under consideration. Around

10 ° S III , the satellite exits the center of the plasma sheet on its

ay to its northern-most centrifugal latitude at a S III longitude

f ∼200 °. Such a trend is similar to the one reported for the IFP

or the same longitude range ( Bonfond et al., 2013b ). Because the

outhern Alfvén wing crosses a larger portion of the plasma sheet

nd yet the southern spot is more powerful, this indicates that the

agnetic field asymmetry is the most likely source of the bright-

ess asymmetry. In this S III longitude range, magnetic field models

redict a stronger field intensity in the North than in the South. 

The exposure time used to draw the plot is 30 s, while the time

tep between two points is 10 s. The short exposures made possi-

le by the use of the timetag mode also reveal the large variabil-

ty of the Europa footprint on timescales of minutes. Despite the

eakness of the EFP, this ∼50% variability is not an artefact of a

oor signal to noise ratio, as demonstrated by the error bars on

ig. 4 . This plot shows a zoom on the last points of the previous

lot, with the abscissa expressed in units of time rather than lon-
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Fig. 3. Plot of the Europa footprint main spot emitted power. The stars and di- 

amonds represent observations in the northern hemisphere and in the southern 

hemisphere, respectively. Each color accounts for a specific date. Assuming that the 

noise can be modelled as a Poisson process, the uncertainty estimate is computed 

as the square root of the total number of counts in the region of interest before 

background subtraction. An error bar representative for all cases is shown in black. 

(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is re- 

ferred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 4. Zoom on the last series of points of Fig. 3 , except that the x-axis is ex- 

pressed in units of time rather than longitudes. Significant brightness variations on 

timescales of ∼2 min can be seen. The error bars are computed assuming that the 

counts in the region of interest follow a Poisson distribution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Plot of the Ganymede footprint spots emitted power. The diamonds and 

crosses represent observations in the northern hemisphere and in the southern 

hemisphere, respectively. When two spots are visible in the southern hemisphere, 

the first one is shown with a + cross and the second one with a x cross. Each color 

accounts for a specific date. The error bar shown in pink is representative for all 

cases and is computed assuming that the counts in the region of interest follow 

a Poisson distribution. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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gitudes. The time interval between two consecutive peaks is 130 s.

Such a short timescale variability had already been highlighted for

the Io and the Ganymede footprints ( Bonfond et al., 2007; Gro-

dent et al., 2009 ). It has been attributed to either a signature of

pulsed reconnection on the Ganymede magnetopause ( Jia et al.,

20 08; Grodent et al., 20 09 ) or to a signature of the quasi-periodic

apparition and migration of double layer structures in the Jovian

ionosphere ( Hess et al., 2009; Bonfond et al., 2013b ). While the

first explanation can only be valid for the Ganymede footprint, the

second one might apply for the three footprints. It is noteworthy

that the two processes may also take place at the same time. 

Fig. 5 is similar to Fig. 3 , but for the Ganymede footprint. In

some images of the southern hemisphere, a second (downstream)

spot was also apparent and its power is shown with an x symbol

while the main spot is shown with a + symbol. This downstream

spot is systematically brighter than the upstream one, a situation

that has occasionally been seen for the Io footprint in the southern
emisphere for the same longitude range ( Bonfond, 2010; Bonfond

t al., 2013b ). In the northern hemisphere, only one spot can be

dentified and its emitted power is reported with diamond sym-

ols. Surprisingly and contrary to the two other footprints, there

s no clear trend as to which hemisphere has the brightest spots.

rom one day to another, the absolute and relative power of the

pots for an identical longitude range can be very different. For

xample, in the 100 to 115 ° range, only one spot can be identified

n each hemisphere and the northern spot is much brighter than

he southern one on 14 November 2012, while the southern spot

s slightly brighter on 25 January 2013. 

The reason of such large discrepancies from one observation to

nother is unclear. First of all, in the southern images, the spots are

ery close to the limb and to the main emission. We tried to miti-

ate this contamination by carefully subtracting background emis-

ions from the vicinity of the spots. However, because the back-

round selection is manual and, more importantly, because short

cale fluctuations of the background emission cannot be totally ex-

luded, some hard-to-estimate (most probably < 20%) uncertainty

till remains and has not been accounted for to draw the error

ars on Fig. 5 . Assuming that these values are correct, one possible

eason for the differences from one day to another would lie in

he varying plasma condition (plasma density, temperature, com-

osition and magnetic field strength) encountered by the satellite.

or example, these parameters will affect the variability the power

f the wave energy generated at Ganymede, but these parameters

ay also affect the filamentation of the Alfvén waves as well as

he transmission coefficients at the plasma sheet boundary. 

It is noteworthy that large (a factor of 2) and significant short-

imescale (2–3 min) brightness variations of the GFP are also re-

orted in this dataset, in accordance to previous results ( Grodent

t al., 2009 ) and similarly the variability of the EFP reported here

bove. 

. Length of the Europa footprint’s spot 

The size of the footprint spots is expected to be related to the

ize of the interaction region of the satellite. It is however impor-

ant to be clear about what is meant by this “size”, as the foot-

rint spots have a length along the footpath (broadly longitudinal),
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Fig. 6. Plot of the Europa footprint brightness profile based on the image acquired 

on 26 February 2003 at 00:49:15. The EFP stripe extracted from the image is shown 

on top and the plot is only based on the area between the yellow lines. The error 

bars are computed assuming that the counts in the region of interest follow a Pois- 

son distribution. The horizontal dashed line is set at half the peak brightness and 

the two dotted vertical lines show the width at half maximum. The thicker portion 

of the profile indicates the area where the residual background is selected before 

subtraction. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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 width across this footpath (broadly latitudinal) and a vertical ex-

ent. For example, the IFP MAW spot is ∼850 km long (corre-

ponding 3–4 Io diameters), < 200 km wide (corresponding to < 2

o diameters) ( Bonfond, 2010 ). Indeed, the azimuthal extent of the

lfvén wing away from the satellite is larger than its radial extent,

ue to the pile-up of the field lines at the front of the obstacle.

oreover, additional effects due to the non-linear nature of the in-

eraction can further increase the width of the Alfvén wing in the

zimuthal direction ( Jacobsen et al., 2007 ). The width of the auro-

al spots is thus expected to provide a more reliable estimate of

he size of the interaction region at the moon, but it is much more

ifficult to measure on the HST images and not good case has been

ound for the EFP. 

Grodent et al. (2006) reported a maximum value of 1100 km

or the FWHM for the length of the Europa footprint’s spot, cor-

esponding to ∼15 times the size of Europa mapped to the Jovian

onosphere along magnetic field lines. Such a value is larger, both

elatively and in absolute value, than the Io footprint main spot

 ∼850 km, corresponding 3–4 Io diameters ( Bonfond, 2010 )). This

esult is surprising, since it would indicate that the interaction re-

ion at Europa would be ∼4 times larger than the interaction re-

ion at Io, despite the much thicker atmosphere and larger gas

utflow rate of the latter. However, this result was obtained from

ne unique case, measured on a smoothed sum of 16 100 s-long

xposures acquired with the ACS instrument (0.033 arcsec/pixel,

-pixel wide PSF). Here we re-examine the length of the Europa

ootprint main spot based on 5 timetag sequences and 17 ACCUM

mages acquired with the STIS instrument (0.024 arcsec/pixel, 1-

ixel wide PSF). In order to only keep images with the footprint as

erpendicular as possible to the line of sight, we restricted our se-

ection to spots located less than 30 ° away from the CML (central

eridian line). Moreover, the long time-tag sequences were split

nto several consecutive 100s sub-exposures. As a consequence, the

otal number of images in consideration is 40: 22 for the North and

8 for the South. 

The method used to measure the length of the EFP is similar to

he one used by Bonfond (2010) for the Io footprint MAW spot. It

onsists in building a stripe containing the EFP as shown on the

op of Fig. 6 . The X-direction corresponds to the mapping of the

eference contour of the EFP on the image, with each pixel of the

tripe corresponding to 25 km on the planet. The Y-direction cor-

esponds to altitudes ranging from 525 km to 1275 km with steps

f 75 km. The brightness is then accumulated over 675 km cen-

red on the brightness peak along the vertical direction in order to

btain a brightness profile. On the example shown on the top of

ig. 6 , this corresponds to the space between the yellow lines. The

ackground emission next to the EFP is removed (shown as a thick

ine) and the profile is further smoothed over 150 km in order

o measure the FWHM, as illustrated in the plot at the bottom of

ig. 6 . 

In the northern (southern) hemisphere, the mean FWHM of the

FP spot main spot is ∼555 km (620 km), the median value is

575 km (650 km) and the standard deviation is ∼235 km

215 km). Whatever the hemisphere, such values correspond to ∼6

imes the projected diameter of Europa along the magnetic field

ines. This ratio is only slightly larger then the one observed for Io,

sing a similar method. Similarly to the Io case, we can only con-

lude that the size of the interaction region is < 6 times the size

f Europa itself. 

. Footprint spots multiplicity 

.1. Ganymede footprint spots multiplicity 

The evolution of the distance between the MAW spot and a sec-

ndary spot as a function of the moon’s S longitude varies with
III 
oth the nature of the latter (i.e. either a TEB or a RAW spot) and

he hemisphere in consideration. For a TEB spot, the distance is

ull when the moon is at the center of the plasma torus/sheet

nd maximum on the edge, whatever the hemisphere (but it will

ppear either upstream or downstream of the MAW spot). For a

AW spot in the northern hemisphere, the distance is maximum

hen it moon is at its northern-most centrifugal longitude (i.e.

round 200 ° S III ) and minimum when it moon is at its southern-

ost centrifugal longitude (i.e. around 20 ° S III ), and vice-versa for

he southern RAW spot (see the bottom panel of Fig. 8 ). Bonfond

t al. (2013a ) reported the identifications of pairs of spots belong-

ng to the Ganymede footprint. They also showed that the relative

otion between these spots is consistent with the motion between

 MAW spot and a TEB spot. However, all the reported cases took

lace in the southern hemisphere. Images from 13 January 2014

istinctly show the presence of a pair of spots whose motion in

olar maps fixed in System III relate to the Ganymede footprint

see the top panel of Fig. 7 ). At this time, Ganymede was located

t 59 ° S III at the beginning of the sequence and at 66 ° S III at the

nd of the sequence. For these longitudes, Ganymede is located

outh-ward of the center of the plasma sheet and approaches it.

he spots were initially ∼60 0 0 km apart and this distance pro-

ressively diminishes to ∼2200 km 45 min later (see the diamond

ymbols on Fig. 8 ). Qualitatively, the motion of these spots is fully

onsistent with the interpretation by Bonfond et al. (2013a ) of this

air of spots in the southern hemisphere, i.e. with an upstream

pot being a TEB spot and the generally brighter spot being a MAW

pot. Should the two spots be a MAW spot and a RAW spot, the

nter-spot distance would have increased, contrary to the observa-

ion. Finally, the rapid decrease of the inter-spot distance is possi-

ly related to the presence of a magnetic anomaly in this longitude

ange, since the surface magnetic field is expected to be quite weak

here ( Grodent et al., 2008 ). 

In light of this finding, the whole database of HST images ac-

uired with the STIS and ACS instruments has been reinvestigated.
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Fig. 7. (Top panel) Image (left) and polar projection (right) of the northern aurorae observed by the HST/STIS instrument on 13 January 2014 at 02:05. The middle and the 

bottom panels show images and polar projections of ACS images from 25 April 2005 and 27 March 2006, respectively. The thin solid line in the polar projection is the main 

oval reference contour from February 2007 (i.e. compressed oval, Bonfond et al., 2012 ). The arrows highlight the pair of spots belonging to the Ganymede footprint. 
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No observation carried out in the same longitude range displays

a pair of spots. However, two other clear cases of spot pairs are

found on 25 April 2005 and on 27 March 2006 (also shown in

Fig. 7 ). Ganymede was in the S III longitude range between 189 °
and 212 ° in the first case and between 258 ° and 281 ° in the sec-

ond case. At these longitudes, Ganymede is at its northern-most

centrifugal latitude (around 200 °S III ) and comes back towards the

center of the plasma sheet. Again, the spots appear to get closer to

each other as time passes. However, in this longitude range, both

scenarios (i.e. the secondary spot being either a TEB spot or a RAW

spot) would lead to the same behavior. 

5.2. Europa footprint spots multiplicity 

As discussed in Section 3.1 , the Europa footprint is generally the

weakest of the three known footprints on Jupiter. Even when it

is supposed to evolve in regions devoid of injection signatures or

other auroral emissions, its brightness can be so low that it falls

below the detection threshold (a few kR, depending on the instru-

ment and filter in use, but mostly on the background auroral emis-
ions). This weakness is related to the lower amount of Poynting

ux generated at Europa compared to Io and Ganymede, which is

elated to the source, strength and size of the interaction region

 Hess et al., 2011a; Saur et al., 2013 ). 

Despite this difficulty, a careful inspection of all images for

hich geometry is compatible with the observation of the Europa

ootprint results in the discovery of a pair of spots belonging to

his footprint in the southern hemisphere ( Fig. 9 ). This HST orbit

ook place on 15 August 1999 and consists of three images ac-

uired at 14:25, 14:30 and 14:41 in the southern hemisphere and

ne at 14:54 in the northern hemisphere. In S III fixed polar pro-

ection, one can clearly distinguish a pair of spots moving syn-

hronously close to the expected location of the feet of the mag-

etic field lines passing through Europa in the last two images

n the South. Such a motion is typical of footprints (the Io foot-

rint moves in a similar fashion on the same sequence) and clearly

iffers from all the other auroral features of the outer emissions.

n elongated spot is also present downstream of the main spot

n the subsequent image in the North. On the first image of the

equence, a secondary spot cannot be clearly identified. The Eu-
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Fig. 8. (Top) Inter-spot distance between the two spots of the Ganymede foot- 

print in the northern hemisphere. The diamonds represent STIS observations and 

the + signs represent ACS observations. The error bars assume a selection uncer- 

tainty of 1 pixel for the first spot and 2 pixels for the second one. (bottom) The 

solid line qualitatively shows the expected dependence of the distance for a trans- 

hemispheric electron beam spot. These distances are shown in arbitrary units be- 

cause the nature of the secondary spot (TEB or RAW) and the exact Alfvén travel 

time is a priori unknown (and varies from footprint to footprint). The dashed and 

dotted lines represent the expected dependence of the distance for a reflected 

Alfvén wing spot in the northern and southern hemispheres, respectively. The de- 

creasing distance in the 50–90 ° strongly suggests that the observed secondary spot 

is a TEB spot. 
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opa S III longitude is 136 °, 139 °, 145 ° and 151 °, respectively. For

his longitude range, Europa is essentially halfway between the

heet’s center ( ∼110 °S III ) and its northern-most centrifugal latitude

 ∼200 °S III ). The inter-spot distance is 1350 km and 1600 km for

he two southern images and 30 0 0 km for the northern one. 

When the location of the spots are mapped back into the equa-

orial plane according to the EFP reference oval ( Hess et al., 2011b ),

he inter-spot distance represents a longitudinal interval of 2.5 °, 3 °
South) and 12 ° (North). A larger inter-spot distance in the North

ompared to the South while Europa is northward of the plasma

heet’s center is compatible with these secondary spots being RAW

pots, rather than TEB spots. 

It should be noted, that in the case of the IFP, where both RAW

nd TEB spots are simultaneously observed, the relative bright-

ess of these spots varies with System III ( Bonfond et al., 2013b ).

oreover, in Section 3.2 , we have seen that not only the absolute

rightness, but also the relative brightness of the GFP spots could

ary from one observation to another for a given S III longitude.

hould the EFP behave in the same way, then it might explain the

arity (one unique case so far) of the observation of a secondary

pot as bright as the main one. 

. Conclusions 

The complexity and the variability Io footprint morphology can

e successfully explained by a combination of Alfvén waves par-

ial reflection and the generation of electron beams in one hemi-

phere precipitating into the opposite hemisphere ( Bonfond et al.,

008; 2013b; Hess et al., 2010; 2013a ). However if this scenario

s correct, then it was not clear why the other footprints did not
how the same features and variability as the Io footprint. In the

resent study, based on a new and better suited dataset of HST

TIS timetag sequences, completed by the wealth of high resolu-

ion images gathered by the STIS and ACS cameras since 1997, we

how that the Europa and Ganymede footprints actually display,

t least occasionally, the same morphology and behavior as the

o footprint. Specifically, we show here examples where the Eu-

opa footprint and the Ganymede footprint can both be made of

t least two spots. Moreover, we show that the fluctuations of the

nter-spot distances and the spots’ brightness of the EFP and GFP

re also formally similar to those observed for the Io footprint. It

s noteworthy that these observations constitutes an argument in

avor of the universality of the auroral outcome of the satellite-

agnetosphere interactions. 

In the case of the Ganymede footprint, we now have multi-

le observations of pairs of spots in both hemispheres and the

nter-spot distances are compatible with the scenario of trans-

emispheric electron beams. However, the secondary spots are not

ystematically observed on the HST images, perhaps due to the

imited sensitivity of the detectors. It is also shown that both the

bsolute and relative brightness of the spots, as well as the inter-

pot distance ( Bonfond et al., 2013a ), strongly varies from one ob-

ervation to another. This suggests that the state of the plasma

nvironment (i.e. the plasma density, temperature and composi-

ion, together with the magnetic field strength) interacting with

anymede most probably controls these parameters. Additionally,

 sequence during which the GFP main spot vanishes for several

inutes as it crosses an injection signature has been identified,

urther strengthening this conclusion. It is noteworthy that a sim-

lar case of disappearance of the IFP while crossing an injection

ignature has already been reported ( Bonfond et al., 2012 ). 

In the case of the Europa footprint, the only detection of sec-

ndary spots relies on observations carried on a unique day. For-

unately, this set of images is made of quasi-simultaneous images

f both hemispheres and hints of a secondary spot are seen both

n the South and in the North. A larger inter-spot distance in the

orthern hemisphere than in the southern one while Europa is

orth-ward of the plasma sheet suggests that the downstream spot

s a Reflected Alfvén Wing spot. This implies that the density gradi-

nts in the plasma sheet can (at least occasionally) be large enough

o trigger significant reflections of the Alfvén waves launched at

uropa. 

While at Io, both types of secondary spots are seen (with vari-

ble relative and absolute brightnesses as a function of System III),

t remains surprising that one type dominates at Europa and an-

ther one at Ganymede. It should nevertheless be noted that the

umber of positive detections remains small. Additionally and sim-

larly to the IFP case ( Bonfond et al., 2013b ), the relative and ab-

olute brightness of the spots can significantly vary from one ob-

ervation to another. Furthermore, secondary spots are not always

een, even for observations carried out in similar geometries. A de-

ailed theoretical analysis of all the processes leading to the vari-

us spots of the satellite footprints would thus be required to ex-

lain this apparent discrepancy. On the other hand, more detailed

bservations from Juno’s UV Spectrograph (UVS) ( Gladstone et al.,

014 ) might also help identifying spots too faint for HST’s instru-

ents. Similarly, close-up views of Saturn’s aurorae may reveal ad-

itional spots for the Enceladus footprint. However, because Sat-

rn’s magnetic dipole axis and rotation axis are almost co-aligned,

nceladus does not move up and down the plasma sheet. Thus the

elative motion of the spots will not help determining their nature.

A re-analysis of the size of the Europa footprint main spot, car-

ied out on a larger and better suited dataset of STIS images, shows

hat FWHM of the footprint is ∼600 km and maps to area ∼6

imes larger than Europa in the azimuthal direction. Again, such

 ratio is similar to the ratio found for the Io footprint, suggesting
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Fig. 9. Images (left) and polar projections (right) of the southern (S) and northern (N) aurorae observed by the HST/STIS instrument on 15 August 1999 at 14:25 (S), 14:30 

(S), 14:41 (S) and 14:54 (N). All images are 100s long exposures with the CLEAR filter, except the second one, which is a 179s long exposure with the Strontium Fluoride 

filter. The thin solid line in the polar projection is the main oval reference contour from February 2007 (i.e. compressed oval, Bonfond et al., 2012 ). The arrows highlight the 

spots belonging to the Europa footprint. In the top images, only one spot appears to be part of the EFP, while two spots can be identified on the 3 subsequent ones. 
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that the processes at play are the same and that the interaction re-

gion is most likely limited to the satellite’s extended atmosphere. 

Finally, large brightness variations of the EFP’s main spot have

been identified on timescales of minutes, similarly to Io’s and

Ganymede’s cases. A possible scenario for such a behavior that

would work for all footprints could be related to the quasi-periodic

formation of upward migrating double layer structures in the iono-

sphere ( Hess et al., 2009; Bonfond et al., 2013b ). 

It is now clear that the plasma environment (particle energy

distribution, density, composition, magnetic field strength, etc.) has

a measurable influence on the footprints’ spots relative and abso-
ute brightness and position. Such obvious variabilities carries the

ope that observations of the satellite footprints could provide a

recious diagnostic of the state of the magnetosphere when and

here in-situ measurements are not available. However, such a

ask would require quantitative estimates of all the processes at

lay and additional observational and modelling effort s will be

ecessary. Hence ongoing (HST, Cassini, Hisaki, Juno) and future

JUICE, Europa Mission) missions will provide unique opportunities

o verify and calibrate the influence of the plasma environment on

he footprints. 
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